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Actual Size

SGH-E250
Samsung Mobile Phone

Tri-band (900/1800/1900 MHz) / EDGE / GPRS Class 10 
65536 Color TFT Screen (Internal QVGA, 2.0”)
VGA Camera
Music Player (MP3/AAC/AAC+)
Video Recording & Messaging (H.263 / MPEG4) 
Stereo A2DP Bluetooth  
FM Radio 
Bluetooth game supporting (JSR 72 Support)
Black & White GUI 
uTrack / uMenu / SOS Message / Auto Time Setting 
Bluetooth 2.0 / USB 1.1 
MMS/EMS/JAVA/WAP 2.0 
64 Poly ringtone 
User Memory: 13 MB
External Memory: MicroSD
99.5x49.5x14.1mm, 80.8g 
Battery time (750mAh)

Talk Time: up to 5 hours
Standby Time: up to 250 hours
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SPECIFICATIONS ACCESSORIES SGH-E250
Slide into Full Featured VGA

VGA camera slider phone with full-featured functionality and
sleekly stylish design. This GSM tri-band also offers a brilliant 2.0”
TFT Color Screen, MP3 player, video recording, stereo Bluetooth
and MicroSD slot, among other desirable options. Chockfull of
enhanced features, the SGH-E250 lets you slide right into high
style.

Standard battery
Travel Adapter
Stereo Headset
Bluetooth Headset Kit WEP200
Bluetooth Headset Kit WEP185
Bluetooth Stereo Headset Kit SBH170
Bluetooth Handsfree Car Kit 
Car Charger
Bluetooth Speaker
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The SGH-E250 comes with several advanced fea-
tures such as uMenu, uTrack, SOS Message and
Auto Time Setting. With uMenu, users can create
an ultra-convenient personalized menu for fre-
quently-used features, saving time and effort. If
your phone is lost or misplaced, uTrack sends an
SMS to a pre-designated number to alert you when
the SIM card is changed, boosting your chance of
recovering the phone. SOS Message also sends an
SMS alert, like a silent alarm, in case of emergency
when you need help. And no worries about cor-
rectly resetting the time when you cross time
zones, Auto Time Setting automatically does it for
you in any GSM environment – perfect for frequent
travelers.

ENHANCED FEATURES

OTHER FEATURES
Invaluable PIM features including calendars,
schedules, To Do lists and memo book keep
you organized, and a full complement of
clocks, alarms and calculators help you stay
on track. Easily maintain all your contacts in
the 1,000 entry phonebook. When the phone
function is turned off, Offline Mode lets you
access other functions to keep working or
playing, undisturbed. With Speakerphone,
continue your conversation hands-free while
you perform other tasks. And don’t forget the
Voice Memo feature, with up to an hour’s
worth of recording time, you can just keep
reminding yourself.



FM RADIO
A built-in MP3 player virtually eliminates the need for
a separate device to play your own tunes, with addi-
tional audio formats including AAC and AAC+. You
won’t be able to look back after entering the wireless
music universe with Advanced Audio Distribution
Profile (A2DP) Bluetooth for stereo sound, hearing your
songs on your headset absolutely cord-free. External
memory via MicroSD, with virtually limitless storage
capacity, lets you expand your music library to the
skies.

MP3 PLAYER/A2DP

The SGH-E250’s gigantic 2” LCD screen domi-
nates. Superior 65536 Color TFT display with
image resolution of 128x160 pixels for remark-
ably vivid, crisp pictures. View your downloads,
play games, watch video clips, or simply shoot
and snap with the luxury of one of the best qual-
ity screens. With Black GUI to boot, the coolest
way to view your menu, using striking colors
against a black background to highlight your
selections. Caller ID displays text, photo and
video. This lavishly appointed screen is simply a
dream to use.

DISPLAY

VGA CAMERA
Capture spontaneous moments and precious
memories with your own VGA Camera. Embedded
camera lens with 4X digital zoom allows for flexi-
ble framing options. CMOS sensor provides high-
quality imaging for accurate color representation
and improved resolution, making your photos pic-
ture-perfect. Save your photos in JPEG format to
store or send. Envision all the possibilities and
enjoy the everyday pleasures of having a VGA
camera at your fingertips.

Tune into your favorite programs with super handy FM
radio. Like a mini-transistor set, this feature allows you
to hear the latest local or national news, music and
variety programs and other radio specials. Expand your
audio options by adjusting the dial to match your per-
sonal taste, indulge your varied musical moods, or just
shuffle through the stations to catch the right wave.

CONNECTIVITY
For maximum efficiency, tap into the SGH-E250’s
range of connectivity offerings including
Bluetooth 2.0, USB, and EDGE platform. Bluetooth
technology enables communication with other
Bluetooth supported devices such as printers,
PDAs and laptops for instant sync-ups and com-
muniqués, and print jobs in a flash. For wired
access, use USB 1.1 for conventional hook-ups.
EDGE software means speedier data transmis-
sions, for faster downloads and file transfers.
MMS and EMS is a breeze with JAVA technology
and WAP 2.0 providing easy access to a wide
range of content and applications.

DESIGN
Thin and compact, just the way you like it.
Show your true flair with the smooth but sure
gliding action of the SGH-E250’s slider design.
Optimal in efficiency and functionality and
highly compact, its ergonomic grip is unbeat-
able for comfort. The front LCD display is
paired with an intuitive, easy-to-use keypad.
Slim in profile, with nicely beveled edges and
touch-friendly surface, this model has an
understated, timeless character. With trim
dimensions, it slips easily into your pocket,
palm or purse. Available in Misty Silver, Ebony
Black, Apple Green and Cherry Pink.

OVERVIEW
Premium design meets VGA Camera in the
feature-rich SGH-E250, a stylish slider with
all the moves. The slim in the slide-up cate-
gory with refined, classic looks, this GPRS
Class 10 tri-band benefits from an extra-
large 2” Color TFT, brilliantly set against
Black GUI. Multimedia options run the gamut
from VGA Camera to camcorder capabilities,
MP3 player with A2DP Bluetooth, and trou-
ble-free Email and Web access. Boost 10MB
end user memory with invaluable Micro SD
external memory and experience speedier
downloads with EDGE software. Outstanding
features in an exceptionally stylish slide
design that conveys confidence, energy and
strength of purpose.

TARGET USERS
18_24years old (21 years old)
Both Male & Female
College Students, Entry-level workers, Career builder
Style / Up-to-date / Expression / Self-esteem
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VIDEO RECORDING
A mini-camcorder that literally fits in the palm,
the SGH-E250 records up to an hour of video with
sound, so let your imagination run free. QCIF res-
olution at 15fps offers quality images that you can
save and send to your friends. Recording and
decoding formats in H.263 and MPEG4 + AAC
covers all the bases. The video recording option
gives you total rein to explore, and to preserve
those memorable times.

SGH-E250


